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LEAD FOR
SUCCESS
“Leadership is character and competence. If
you can have only one, opt for character.”
			
- H. Norman Schwarzkopf

John L. Gronski, Major General
(U.S. Army Retired) is founder
and CEO of Leader Grove LLC,
a keynote speaker, leadership
seminar facilitator, executive
coach, and author.
John is a proven combat
leader and a graduate of the
US Army’s Ranger School. He
has led military units varying
in size of between 40 and
15,000 Soldiers. In the civilian
sector John has many years
of experience leading teams
engaged with implementing
large, complex projects. These
experiences have shaped
John’s leadership philosophy
which is based on character,
competence, and resilience.
John has earned a superb
reputation as a leadership and
peak performance expert, a
motivational storyteller, and a
much sought-after speaker and
leadership seminar facilitator
and trainer.
His presentations feature
inspirational stories and
wisdom gained from his
own operational leadership
experience and the experience
of others.

JOHN GRONSKI

MAJOR GENERAL
U.S. ARMY RETIRED

John is an international speaker
& leadership trainer.
To have John speak or conduct
leadership training email:
John@JohnGronski.com

IRONSHARPENED
LEADERSHIP

Order a signed copy here:
store.leadergrove.com

LEAD WITH
CHARACTER

“When you compromise your principles
in order to get ahead, you only get
behind.”

Character is the foundational element
of leadership. The three elements of
character are personal core values,
trust, and care (caring more for one’s
followers than the leader cares about
their own self interests).
A leader must have values and
principles. Values guide leaders in
their actions and intent. A leader must
exhibit integrity at all times.
Leadership expert and author Gus
Lee defines integrity as discerning
right from wrong, acting for what is
right regardless of personal risk, and
teaching others from acts of integrity.

FOUR CORES OF CREDIBILITY*
Competence
• Capabilities
• Results
Character
• Integrity
• Intent
* The Speed of Trust

A leader cultivates trust throughout
an organization by doing things like
empowering people to make decisions,
providing a vision and purpose, and
sharing the load. Trust is the lifeblood
of an organization.
Showing that you care about your
followers in an important element
of character. A leader does this by
getting to know their people. A leader
must have awareness regarding the
challenges their followers face and
go about providing resources and
removing obstacles so the people in
the organization can do their work
successfully.

LEAD WITH
COMPETENCE

“There are three qualities a leader must
exemplify to build trust: competence,
connection, and character.”
					- John C. Maxwell

Leaders must have the competence
to guide a team or organization, no
matter the profession.
This includes providing a vision for
the organization, making decisions,
communicating well, and developing
future leaders.
The two characteristics of a shared
vision are:

A VISION SHOULD BE A
SIMPLE, UNIQUE, IDEAL IMAGE
OF THE FUTURE...

Use the acronym S U I I F
• Simple
• Unique
• Ideal
• Image
• Future orientation

1. The vision is shared by all
members of the organization.
Members of the organization
should feel that the vision is theirs
and not simply the opinion of the
leader.
2. The leader should consistently
communicate and share the vision
throughout the organization in a
variety of ways to include written
and verbal.
Be stubborn on the vision,
and flexible on the details.

LEAD WITH
RESILIENCE

“Purpose provides the power to
overcome adversity and stay on track.”

Resilience is not only the ability to
overcome adversity. It is also about
achieving excellence and becoming
the best version of yourself that you
can be.
Resiliency does not just happen on
its own. You must work at becoming
resilient. It does not happen by just
thinking about it. You must work that
resiliency muscle.
As a leader you must look out for the
welfare of those you lead. In your
role as a leader, you not only have
the responsibility to develop your
own resiliency, but you also have the
responsibility to help your followers
develop resiliency.

THERE ARE THREE ASPECTS TO
RESILIENCY.
Positive Energy
• Optimism
• Motivating
Fitness
• Physical
• Mental
• Emotional
• Spiritual
Vulnerability
• Leave your comfort zone
• Share personal stories
• Ask others their opinion

Resiliency is not about bouncing
back from a struggle, but rather
it is about bouncing forward.
Overcoming adversity, struggling,
and eventually achieving success
is transformational, so one rarely
lands back at the same position they
started.

Visit & Subscribe to John Gronski’s Youtube Channel

Order a signed copy of John Gronski’s popular books,

“Iron-Sharpened Leadership” &
“The Ride of Our Lives” at store.leadergrove.com

Visit John Gronski’s website
JohnGronski.com
and register for
“Leadership Sharpeners”,
a free periodic leadership email.
There are great leadership resources on the website to
include many interesting podcasts and leadership blogs.

John is an international speaker
& leadership trainer.
To have John speak or conduct
leadership training email:
John@JohnGronski.com

Thank You for Downloading
This Free eBook!
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